
OPERATING STRATEGY

/// Engagement Model
/// Change Management
/// Technology Blueprint
/// Supply Chain Management
/// Governance

MEASUREMENT

/// Measurement Strategy
/// Attribution
/// Marketing Mix
/// Forecasting & Simulation

CHANNEL ACTIVATION

/// Website
/// Mobile
/// Native App
/// Social
/// Call Center
/// In Store

CUSTOMER STRATEGY

/// Market Sizing
/// Segmentation
/// Portfolio Strategy
/// Journey Mapping & Capability 

Strategy

PLANNING & CAMPAIGN PLANNING

/// Lifecycle Strategy
/// Offer & Value Prop Development
/// Audience Plan
/// Experience Plan
/// Media Plan
/// Test Plan

CONTENT

/// Creative Development
/// Content Development
/// User Experience

MEDIA ACTIVATION

///  Search   ///  Display    ///  Paid Social   ///  Email   ///  Direct Mail

OUR APPROACH 
When you can target your ideal prospects and customers 
with messages that make them take action, you’ve 
done your job as a marketer. But achieving this at the 
individual level – known as addressable or people-based 
marketing – requires an astounding level of data and 
analytical prowess, a robust, cloud-based technological 
infrastructure, and effective marketing approaches grown 
through experience. 

Merkle’s partnership with Oracle Marketing Cloud 
combines the expertise of one of the world’s leading 
people-based performance marketing agencies with the 
industry’s highest-rated marketing cloud to create the 
ideal solution for enterprise brands. 

Orchestrating the Modern  
Customer Experience 

WE OFFER A FULLY INTEGRATED SUITE OF  
PEOPLE-BASED MARKETING SERVICES:

OUR SOLUTION
MerkleONE™ is the industry’s first integrated, end-to-end, people-based marketing solution for enterprise 
brands. MerkleONE consists of data-driven marketing solutions that leverage proprietary Merkle platforms. 
These solutions are integrated with market-leading third-party data, technology, and people-based planning 
and activation services. MerkleONE orchestrates cross-channel, cross-device, real-time consumer experiences, 
enabling marketers to better leverage their valuable customer data as the foundation for marketing and media 
initiatives.
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Orchestrating the Modern  
Customer Experience 

To be successful in nurturing 
prospects in the considered purchase 
funnel, you need to have great 
technology and know-how to use 
it. Leveraging Eloqua, Merkle can 
assist with acquiring and nurturing  
those leads to close while providing 
full-loop reporting, which allows for 
optimization along the way. 

Data Management Cloud Insights Platform Audience ID Graph Strategize & Plan Orchestrate

People-Based Activation

Cookies & Device  
ID-Based Activation

DATA SOURCES LEVERAGED

/// Secure segment/PII data 
with audience data mart

/// Connected Recognition ID 
assigned

/// DataSource US consumer 
data enhancement

/// DMP + 3rd-party data for 
enhancement

INSIGHTS & SEGMENTS DEVELOPED

/// Segments and audience models created + matched
/// Segment-based insights and sizing summary documents
/// Integrated media reporting docs w/attribution-based views
/// Consistent segment-based test results leveraged in plans

SEGMENT MATCHING & ONBOARDING

/// Matching to FB, TW, AOL, Amazon, NewsCorp, DLX (cookie/device-ID-based reach)
/// Match-based segments syndicated to activation platforms

ACTIVATION

/// Agency execution of 
addressable + wider buys

/// Merkle optimization 
recommendations and support

/// Merkle new CRM match 
partnerships to drive 
addressability (ex: ESPN, 
addressable TV, etc.)

/// Merkle addressable analytics 
and reporting across all buys

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

ADDRESSABLE PLAN DEVELOPMENT

/// Addressable strategies & plans based 
on segments, insights, potential reach, 
consistent targeting/testing, and analytics

Our services work together to power the  
Oracle Marketing Cloud:

As a Gold Partner of Oracle’s Marketing Cloud (OMC) and Data Marketing Cloud, Merkle helps world-
class brands to transform their marketing organization. We use data, analytics, and technology to create 
meaningful, personalized customer experiences that deliver competitive advantage. Merkle employs more than 

200 specialists with deep expertise deploying and enabling OMC solutions. Our core offerings include: 

/// Strategy consulting for customer acquisition and retention across email, SMS, display, and social
/// Measurement and analytics beyond standard reporting in available tools 
/// Email development and deliverability services
/// Performance creative  (design and copy) across email, social, display, landing pages
/// Data cleansing and transformation
/// Search and programmatic display  
/// Sales and marketing alignment workshops and strategies

Employing Responsys as the cross-
channel marketing tool and Merkle 
as the service layer, Merkle is able to  
leverage our multidisciplinary approach 
across technology, data, analytics, 
strategy, and creative to maximize 
cross-channel activities across email, 
SMS, push, social or in combination 
on a massive scale to support cross-
channel marketing.

By utilizing BlueKai, the leading 
cloud-based Data Management 
Platform(DMP), Merkle is able 
to empower the creation and  
management  of audiences for real-
time marketing and syndication to 
1st- and 3rd-party platforms that have 
built-in capabilities to integrate CRM 
and audience data across devices 
and channels. It’s that combination of 
digital data and analytics expertise, 
merged with experience in digital 
media targeting, which makes Merkle 
unique.

It’s time to take the data you’re 
collecting and really make the 
tires squeal. From A/B/N testing 
to personalization, our connected 
approach to optimization allows you 
to drive relevant digital experiences 
with the audience segments you value 
most.

Whether you have an established 
program or you’re just getting started, 
Merkle’s Maxymiser services are 
designed to rev up your performance 
horsepower —fast.

To learn more, visit merkleinc.com.
For partnership opportunities or questions, contact: 
David Skinner, VP Strategic Alliances and Partnerships  
dskinner@merkleinc.com
917.922.9207
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